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Preface

This guide provides an overview of how network services data is organized in the 
Oracle Communications Internet Name and Address Management LDAP Directory 
server. It also describes how LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) can be 
used to automate provisioning of high-volume objects such as users, devices and 
device interfaces. Guidelines for assigning services to these objects are also provided.

This guide is a companion to the online Schemadoc tool that provides detailed 
reference information on the Internet Name and Address Management LDAP schema.

Audience
This guide is intended for developers who wish to use Internet Name and Address 
Management LDAP capability to provision directory entries and services.

Users of this guide should be familiar with:

■ LDAP Directory server administration

■ how to use LDAP utilities such as ldapmodify 

■ LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF)

Documentation Suite
The following guides are part of the Internet Name and Address Management 
documentation suite:

■ IP Name and Address Service Guide

■ Installation and Administration Guide

■ Java Provisioning API Guide

■ Cartridge Developer’s Guide

■ LDAP Provisioning Interface Guide

■ RWHOIS Guide

■ Release Notes

■ Online Help

This media pack includes all product documentation relating to the installation, 
administration, and use of the product. Documentation relating to developing 
application interfaces (APIs) and product extensions is available in the Oracle 
Communications Service Activation Developer Documentation Pack on the Oracle 
Software Delivery Cloud site.
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Access to the Developer Documentation Pack requires a password.

To obtain a password, click the link "Don't have a password? Click here." which is 
located in the Password Required section.

Be sure to include your customer number in your request.

When extending the Internet Name and Address Management Java Provisioning API, 
consult the relevant Java-related documentation on the Oracle Technology Network 
Website located here:

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html 

Javadocs that document how to use and extend the Java Provisioning API are at the 
following location:

<OCINAM_HOME>/dev/javadocs

Schema docs that document the LDAP schema are at the following location:

<OCINAM_HOME>/dev/schemadocs

Sample applications are at the following location:

<OCINAM_HOME>/dev/samples

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated 
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for 
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code 
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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1LDAP Provisioning Interface

In Oracle Communications Internet Name and Address Management, you can use the 
Java Provisioning API or LDAP to perform provisioning tasks. LDAP supports a 
subset of the Java Provisioning API capabilities. As a general rule, LDAP supports the 
help desk functions of the system, including user management, service and profile 
assignment.

The Java Provisioning API supports all GUI functions (both help desk and 
administrator), including profile management. LDAP specifies the LDAP schema used 
to persist entries in the directory and the relevant rules on how to use and manipulate 
these entries.

Validating LDAP Updates
LDAP updates are validated by the LDAP directory server and the Internet Name and 
Address Management LDAP Validation Proxy (LVP).

LDAP Directory Server
The LDAP directory server performs object class and attribute syntax validation 
according to LDAP schema. It ensures that attributes are added to entries of the right 
object class and that mandatory attributes are always populated. In addition to 
enforcing access restrictions on the data, it validates that attribute syntax according to 
predefined types are valid. Beyond that, it is the LVP that ensures LDAP updates are 
valid.

LDAP Validation Proxy
The  LDAP Validation Proxy (LVP) performs semantic validation prior to the 
execution of an update. This ensures data consistency beyond the basic object class 
and attribute syntax validation supported by the underlying directory technology. The 
LVP obtains LDAP add, delete, and modify requests, validates them, and forwards the 
valid ones to the directory server. Read and search operations pass unaltered through 
the LVP. Update operations are verified for correctness: the syntax of attributes is 
verified, Distinguished Name (DN) references are validated at creation and deletion 
time, and multiple application-specific rules are checked.

Note: The Schemadoc reference provides descriptions of the rules 
that are enforced.
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When a problem is detected, the update is aborted and a textual error is returned in 
the LDAP response message. The LVP is therefore an important tool for ensuring data 
integrity.

Data Model
Directory-enabled network services share a common data model in Internet Name and 
Address Management. This model unifies the management of policies and profiles, 
enables the sharing of directory structures between services and with third party 
applications, and provides the ability to extend common entries.

LDAP provisioning requires a general understanding of how the Internet Name and 
Address Management data model works. See the following topics for this information:

■ Common Entries

■ Service Components

Common Entries
Internet Name and Address Management is built around a set of shared LDAP 
directory entries called ‘common entries’. Common entries can be shared by multiple 
services including third party applications and provide a simple yet powerful means 
of capturing important network entities and users. Customers can take advantage of 
this capability to use and extend common entries to fit their needs.

This following topics explain aspects of the Internet Name and Address Management 
data model that relate to common entries:

■ Auxiliary Classes

■ Schema Layers

■ Extensibility

Auxiliary Classes
Auxiliary classes are used to augment common entries published in the LDAP schema. 
This feature enables the sharing of common entries by diverse applications.

An auxiliary class is an LDAP construct that adds new attributes to an existing 
directory entry and is the mechanism used to add a service to a user. As such, an 
auxiliary class can act as a service marker. Provisioning a service requires adding an 
auxiliary class specific to the service to the user entry and populating the relevant 
fields.

Note: The LVP is installed on the Internet Name and Address 
Management application server host that also runs the Internet Name 
and Address Management GUI. The LVP accepts a standard LDAP 
connection and is configured by default to run on port 889. An LDAP 
client, including standard LDAP utilities such as ldapmodify, can be 
used if configured to point to the correct host and port. The LVP 
forwards the requests to the LDAP directory server.

Note: A description of acronyms and terms used in this guide is 
provided in the Glossary. Refer to "Glossary" for more information.
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Schema Layers
In Internet Name and Address Management, the schema is comprised of three layers. 
As shown in Figure 1–1, the first two layers are comprised of the Interop and Internet 
Name and Address Management Base common entries. The third layer is comprised of 
the network services schema organized around common entries in the Internet Name 
and Address Management data model.

Figure 1–1 Common entries in Internet Name and Address Management

Interop

The Interoperability (Interop) layer is a set of object classes, attributes and rules 
defined jointly with Directory Server 11g to manage users, customers, groups and 
realms.

The Interop schema allows different applications to share the same data.

The Interop schema is a multi-tenant structure where each customer is a 
semi-independent tenant of the system with its own directory sub-tree. The 
multi-tenant model forms the basis for access permissions to the directory service 
where access can be segregated on a per customer basis. 

A customer is a generic concept used to represent a service provider’s enterprise 
customers. A customer can have its own users, devices, policies or profiles. This 
flexible data model supports outsourced services. For example, a service provider can 
support a customer’s complex network service that would traditionally be managed 
by the customer's information systems division. 

The root customer is created during the installation of Internet Name and Address 
Management. Unlike other customers, the root customer owns the system. The root 
customer can allow other customers to access service components stored within its 
sub-tree.

Internet Name and Address Management Base

Note: Realms are Internet domains used for authentication.
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The Internet Name and Address Management Base layer of common entries is 
composed of Internet Name and Address Management specific entries not part of the 
Interop set. This second layer builds on the Interop design philosophy and adds new 
common objects to the system. 

Network Services Schema

The third layer is comprised of the network services schemas. A directory-enabled 
network service uses the directory service as its authoritative data store when 
providing the service. Building on the common entries, each directory-enabled 
network service defines its own schema independently from other services. 

Part of the network service schema extends the common entries to add service specific 
attributes. These extensions are defined as LDAP auxiliary classes that are added to 
the common entries.

A network service uses the LDAP directory in one of two ways. A network service can 
query the LDAP directory in response to a network request. Alternatively, a network 
service can maintain an open channel on the LDAP directory to update itself 
automatically as changes occur.

Extensibility
The ability to extend common entries is built into the LDAP model. As such, the data 
model can be augmented to fit new requirements such as new services. Given the 
nature of LDAP as a simple and powerful network data publishing technology, the 
Internet Name and Address Management service inventory can readily be queried 
from a large set of loosely coupled applications.

Customers can take advantage of the flexibility and extensibility of the common 
entries to create their own extensions. For example, a customer can add attributes to 
user entries to support a new Web service. Similarly, a customer could add 
internally-defined identifiers to device interfaces to better correlate entries in the 
Internet Name and Address Management directory with corresponding entries in 
other systems. Extending common entries is accomplished without modifying the 
common schema shipped with Internet Name and Address Management. 

Service Components
Most services that can be provisioned via LDAP include the service components of 
users and profiles. Before performing provisioning tasks via LDAP, you must 
understand how these service components are organized in the Internet Name and 
Address Management data model and can be integrated with other provisioning 
systems. 

This section covers the following topics:

■ Services and Users

■ Profiles

■ Integration with Other Provisioning Systems

Services and Users
You provision a service by attaching a service-specific auxiliary class to a user entry. A 
user is a common entry that can receive a given service. Network servers refer to the 
auxiliary classes to determine whether a user entry is provisioned for a service and to 
define its characteristics.
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Figure 1–2 Provisioning profiles in Internet Name and Address Management

Profiles
Internet Name and Address Management uses profiles to support the management of 
large numbers of users. As shown in Figure 1–2, policies and profiles are centrally 
administered objects that can define the service characteristics of multiple users.

Profiles define shared service settings that can be customized for each user. An 
attribute defined on a profile acts as a default value that can be overridden by the 
same attribute on a user. In the case of multi-valued attributes, all attribute values 
defined in a profile and for a user are logically concatenated. 

Distinguished name (DN) references are used to assign a profile to a user. Services that 
support profiles define an attribute that contains a DN reference to the shared profile. 
Adding the service-specific DN reference attribute to the user entry binds the entry to 
the profile. Once this is done, the user receives the service as defined by the profile. 
Users automatically receive the new service definition when there are subsequent 
changes to the profile.

Integration with Other Provisioning Systems
Figure 1–2 shows how policies, profiles and users are provisioned in Internet Name 
and Address Management.

Policies and profiles enable an important characteristic of the system: a clear 
separation of concerns between the administrator and the help desk user. Defining 
policies and profiles requires intimate knowledge of the network, the technology 
behind the network services and a high-level view of the services to be implemented. 
This task is normally completed by the administrator and is not suited for automation. 
It is a low-volume task best done via the Internet Name and Address Management 
GUI. 

Managing the users of the system and assigning them services, including policies or 
profiles, on the other hand, is a high-volume operation usually performed by the help 
desk user. It does not require in-depth knowledge of the network or of the underlying 
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technology. These high-volume help desk user tasks can easily be automated via 
LDAP to optimize operations. 

The profile capability provided in Internet Name and Address Management enables 
administrators to create complex services that are ready for activation by higher-order 
provisioning systems. By encapsulating the complexity profile objects that are created 
via the Internet Name and Address Management GUI, automated provisioning is 
simplified to creating the users and assigning them to existing policies and profiles.

This capability greatly simplifies the job of a higher-order provisioning or order entry 
system such as CRM. These systems no longer require detailed knowledge about 
network services.
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API

Application Programming Interface

Attribute

An attribute is a description of a structural or static feature of a class. An attribute is 
“single-valued” when it carries only one attribute. Alternatively, an attribute is 
“multi-valued” when it carries more than one value. 

Attribute Syntax

An attribute’s syntax is the format of the data that can be loaded into each attribute. 
More than one attribute can use the same syntax, but any one attribute can only have 
one syntax.

CHAP

Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol

Customer

A customer is an organization that purchases services from a service provider. A 
customer can resell these services to its own customers.

DC Tree

See Domain Component Tree

Directory Information Tree

A directory information tree is the complete set of information to which the directory 
provides access to, in the form of a tree, whose vertices (other than the root) are the 
directory entries. It includes all pieces of information that can be read or manipulated 
using the operations of the directory.

Directory Schema

A directory schema is the set of rules and constraints concerning DIT structure, DIT 
content, DIT context use and attribute matching. A directory schema is in essence the 
set of object classes, attribute types, and syntaxes and structure rules which 
characterize the Directory Information Base (DIB).

DIT

See Directory Information Tree

DNS

Domain Name Server
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DN

Distinguished Name reference

Domain Component Tree

A domain component tree is a portion of the DIT where the names of the entries are 
constructed from domain names using the algorithm of RFC 2247 [RFC2247]. It is used 
to hold DNS domain names hosted by the service provider on behalf of its subscribers. 
The domain component tree is arranged by breaking the fully qualified domain name 
up from right to left.

Interoperability

In the service provider domain, interoperability is defined as specifications that permit 
applications from multiple sources to access and update a common directory system 
for the purpose of delivering outsourced services. For interoperability to be successful, 
the data in the directory system must use consistent syntax, semantics and access 
control rules. It must also be possible to locate and retrieve the data in a timely 
fashion.

LDAP

See Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LDIF

See LDAP Data Interchange Format

LDAP Data Interchange Format

A file format suitable for describing directory information or modifications made to 
directory information. The LDIF format is typically used to import and export 
directory information between LDAP-based directory servers, or to describe a set of 
changes which are to be applied to a directory. LDIF is defined by RFC 2849.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

A directory access protocol that provides both read and update access. This protocol is 
designed to provide access to directories supporting the X.500 models, while not 
incurring the resource requirements of the X.500 Directory Access Protocol (DAP). 
This protocol is specifically targeted at management applications and browser 
applications that provide read/write interactive access to directories. When used with 
a directory supporting the X.500 protocols, it is intended to be a complement to the 
X.500 DAP. LDAP is defined by RFCs 2251-2256.

LVP

LDAP Validation Proxy

NAI

See Network Access Identifier

NAS

See Network Access Server

Network Access Identifier

The Network Access Identifier (NAI) is the user ID submitted by the client during 
Point-to-Point (PPP) authentication. In roaming, the purpose of the NAI is to identify 
the user as well as to assist in the routing of the authentication request. The NAI does 
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not have to be the user’s email address or the user ID submitted in an application layer 
authentication.

Network Access Server

The Network Access Server (NAS) is the device that clients use to access the network.

Object Class

An object class is used to model a set of concepts or entities with common 
characteristics, such as structural features, behavioral features, relationships, and 
semantics. Each object class contains one or more attributes.

Object Class Type

There are three types of object classes: structural, abstract and auxiliary. Structural 
object classes are governed by DIT structure rules that define what object classes can 
be super classes or sub classes of one another. Abstract object classes are virtual object 
classes and cannot be the only object class for an entry. Auxiliary object classes are 
groupings of attributes that can be used to expand the existing list of attributes of an 
entry.

PAP

Password Authentication Protocol

PHB

Per Hop Behavior

PPP

Point-to-Point protocol

Provisioning

Provisioning is the process of adding information related to services (for example, 
users, groups, service profiles and associated attributes) to all required elements in the 
network to enable the use and management of a given service.

Recipient

A recipient is an entity that makes use of network services. The recipient entity may be 
an individual person, a device, an interface, a server or something else. A recipient can 
be the direct client of a service provider or may receive services as a result of his or her 
or its association (such as employment) with an organization.

Service

A service is a network function, network connection or operational function that is 
offered by a service provider. 

Service Provider

A service provider is an organization that provides services (for example, network 
access, email, web, voice) to its customers or recipients in exchange for payment in 
some form. A service provider would include carriers, Internet Service Providers 
(ISPs), Application Service Providers (ASPs), cable service providers and Wireless 
service providers. 

SHA

Secure Hash Algorithm
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Suffix

The suffix is the root DN specified during the installation of Internet Name and 
Address Management.
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